DivSci Technology Group

What

- The Division of Science Technology Group (DivSciTech) provides support for computers and information technology issues in the Division of Science.
- Where necessary, it serves as a liaison to other groups at Brandeis.

We welcome (and strongly encourage) questions about IT issues large and small from the Brandeis science community.

Answering your questions

- ask a general question in public at http://kb.brandeis.edu/questions so everyone can see the answer
- submit a specific request through the Div Sci Service Desk Portal
- attend a Tech Workshop
- search our documentation (below) or browse the topics at left

Some topics can only be found if you are logged in. (super-secret Brandeis-only stuff)

Click Log In at top right.

Who

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members (see also Staff Directory):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Steven Karel**  
Manager and IT generalist  
Volen National Center for Complex Systems 210, MS013  
karel@brandeis.edu  
781-736-3104 |
| **R Lynn Rardin**  
Scientific Computing Manager  
Rosenstiel Basic Medical Sciences Research Center 653, MS029  
rardin@brandeis.edu  
781-736-4914 |
| **Jessica Maryott**  
Database Administrator  
Volen National Center for Complex Systems 304, MS013  
jmaryott@brandeis.edu  
781-736-4851 |
| **Judith Heinrich**  
Web and Communications Specialist  
Volen National Center for Complex Systems 206, MS013  
heinrich@brandeis.edu  
781-736-4876 |

Alumni:

| Francesco Pontiggia  
was: Research Computing Specialist, HPCC Administrator  
moved to Research Computing at Harvard |

Special Associates:

| Ripken  
Office Security |
| Portia  
Customer Relations |